Cargo Handling Agent – Warehouse
Location: Heathrow
Salary: £19,742 + shift pay
No two hours are the same, let alone two days when you’re a Cargo Handling Agent for IAG
Cargo. We handle an incredible variety of items from fresh veg to historic antiques, lifesaving medicines to priceless works of art. This is hands-on work in a fast paced, buzzing
environment. The team takes take pride in doing every job right for our customers.
What you’ll do as a Cargo Handling Agent – Warehouse
•

Receiving, inspecting and dispatching freight, completing documents and
maintaining records.

•

Building and breaking freight using different equipment and devices. Doing
everything you can to ensure nothing gets damaged.

•

Using your initiative to get results safely – there are some tricky logistical challenges
sometimes.

What you need to join us
•

A good level of physical fitness (machinery takes care of heavier lifting).

•

A resilient approach and a knack for thinking constructively to find practical
solutions.

•

The ability to work early, late or night shifts covering 24 hours a day, all year round.

•

Excellent communication skills and a good standard of written and spoken English.

What’s on offer?
We offer world-class training and development opportunities, plus competitive salary and
shift allowances. You'll also receive a generous annual leave allowance and impressive
benefits package.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A pension scheme with potential contributions of up to 16% (if you contribute 5% BA
will contribute 11%)
A flexible benefits scheme which gives you the option to buy from a range of
benefits such as private medical insurance, life assurance, and critical illness cover
Discounted confirmed flights for friends and family on BA from date of joining
After six months in the role, access to standby flights for yourself and two nominees
Discounted standby travel on other airlines in the Oneworld alliance
Discounts on car hire, hotels, leisure activities, entertainment and many more
Free parking at work and free parking at Heathrow whilst on holiday for up to two
weeks at a time.

Referencing
At IAG Cargo, the top priority is the safety and security of our customers and colleagues.
Due to airport security, we have to make sure all candidates meet our strict referencing
criteria. We’ll be here to guide and support you throughout the entire referencing process.
Adjustments
We are committed to diversity and flexibility in the workplace. If you require any reasonable
adjustments to support you during the application process, please mention this at any
stage.

